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A Case of Workplace Harassment
Tanzeela Mazhar stood shivering and scared in the Director’s office, seconds after he had
ambushed her, physically assaulting her before she could grasp what was happening. Fear-stricken
from head to toe, she scurried out of the vicinity of the room that had quickly turned into a trap of
abuse. She had found herself in a tangle of confusion and could not speak up or hush herself. Years
later, after attempting to stand up against her oppressor, the system of power dynamics protecting
him had marred her career.
Hailing from a simple background in Chakwal, Mazhar was always driven to educate
herself. In her college days, she was studious, and fond of writing. She moved to the capital by
herself when she first joined the print media in 2002, working for Daily Ausaf. Then she realized
that journalism was not just a job for her, it was her passion.
She gave 13 years of her career to the state-owned Pakistan Television (PTV) where she
worked as a print journalist, a moderator, and then, an anchorperson.
The smooth sailing and successful path Mazhar was treading, soon experienced a tide of
misfortune caused by the Director of Current Affairs PTV, Agha Masood Shorish.
His father was a famous orator and a prominent figure who also ran a magazine, ‘Chitaan’.
With his influence and power, Shorish joined the news media industry at a senior position at PTV
in 2002
He was Mazhar’s immediate boss and she had been working with him for a few years.
Everything was running normally until the day he suddenly violated her private space in November
of 2009.
“He suddenly grabbed me, in his office, and it was not something…you know... which I
can actually explain. It makes me go through all that pain again. Because he was the one who used
to call me his ‘sister’ publically,” she said recounting the incident 8 years later to me at a café in
Blue Area, Islamabad.
“So, this thing coming from anyone would make you shocked. But when a person who has
been making publically claiming that I’m like his sister, does this, it makes you more vulnerable.
I was totally shattered. For some time, I was unable to regain my senses and strength.” (Mazhar,
2019)
During the treacherous moments in his office, Mazhar, like any other woman getting
invaded without her consent, pushed him away and left his office. She promised herself that she
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will not come to this place ever again, which she now refers to as a ‘natural reaction’ that any
woman would give in such a situation.
This episode took place in 2009. Mazhar remembers how at the time there were no laws
in place, legally punishing the perpetrator; the Workplace Harassment Act was passed in 2010.
“There was no law, even no discussions at the time. There was a general taboo associated with
harassment. And to be honest, even I had no idea what harassment was. I did not know what
‘victimization’ was,” she said.
Meanwhile, Shorish was involved in another case of harassment, with a known
anchorperson at PTV, Saadia Afzal. Despite her filing a case against him, he was not held
accountable. Mazhar now feels that she was one of those people who had helped him in getting
that ‘clean chit’ as she herself had no awareness of what ‘harassment’ was at the time. Like her,
most of the staff also assumed Afzal had accused Shorish to settle a personal score.
Three days after this event, Mazhar plucked up the courage to go back to work. She had been
throwing up for two days straight, from not being able to digest what had happened.
“It was like being in a state of denial. Bing a victim of this, had a huge social impact on me.” she
shares.
In a state where she was unable to even talk to herself, she decided to talk to someone who
could advise her. Mazhar describes feeling furious and violated at the time. In the midst of these
emotions, she sought the help of her senior colleagues.
“Since the other case (Saadia Afzal) at PTV against him was quite famous, and the woman
had faced a lot of backlash, my colleagues said, ‘Look at her. She was so powerful, had more
connections than you have, but she couldn’t do anything. The most that will happen is your
reputation will get ruined.’ They advised me to simply not report it,” she said. (Mazhar, 2019)
After all the consultations, she had realized the need to gather some evidence against him
to be in a position to take him down. Mazhar returned to the office, with a new courage and
strength.
“I had a conversation with him where he confessed, saying “I’m sorry.” I repeated the
whole incident, my grudges, and how bad I had felt. I told him I am not legitimating his actions,
and what he did was an encroachment of my private space.”
When he said sorry, Mazhar said she felt it was meaningful and that she had made him
realize how wrong he was. In fair faith, she accepted his apology, thinking the issue was closed.
2
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However, she had made recording of his confession, without him knowing, which she kept while
making the decision never to go into his office again.
Mazhar stopped visiting his office and continued to work, until a few weeks later she
realized she was not getting any assignments. Then she learnt what victimization really was, she
said. For four months, she was not going ‘on-air’ or doing any solid work.
At this point, Mazhar felt real agony. First, for being violated, and then, being punished for
it. Around her peers, she felt growing humiliation when they would see her doing nothing at work
all day. A salary was not enough to feel adequate. She wanted to actually contribute to her job,
something she was now being denied.
Four months later, she came across Shorish in the corridor. Casually, he asked her what
she was up to and then told her that the MD, Mr Arshad Khan, had asked him for names of people
who were not working enough yet taking salaries. He added that those employees were to be
dismissed.
Mazhar saw two scenarios in this situation. First, to go back to Shorish and ask him for
assignments, knowing that she would be vulnerable and open to exploitation again.
Scared of the likeliness of that, she chose the other option; going to the MD, Mr Khan. She asked
him if he had ordered a list of people who would get sacked for not working, like Shorish had said.
Khan replied that he had said nothing of the sort.
Mazhar now shared her account, experience, and that she had proof of what happened. He
believed her and asked her what she wanted. But since there was no law in place at the time, and
the other case resulted in the complainant getting bullied and shamed- Mazhar said she did not
want to file a formal complaint against him.
All she wanted was to work, feeling secure and protected. She was in the midst of her
career and fearful of losing everything she had worked for. The MD held a meeting with the staff
at PTV where it was conveyed to the men that no woman should be harassed or exploited in the
premises.
When Shorish found out she had complained against him, he sent colleagues and friends
persuading her to let the incident go, saying it was just a misunderstanding.
A current PTV employee, who wishes not to be named, was also working there at the time
of the Mazhar/Shorish case. Her opinion on the case is that she knows that Shorish was guilty of
harassment. She also says, “Tanzeela was very friendly with Shorish which gave him a ‘lead’ to
3
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harass her”. According to her, there is also this perception at PTV that Tanzeela took her time in
reporting the case. Then in the first quarter of 2010, the management was changed along with the
MD, and Shorish was also shifted to another department. Mazhar thought that this chapter was
closed forever. But whenever the event would come to her mind, she would feel the trauma again.
Her only source of catharsis was to talk to her friends and family.
In 2013, after having zero communication with him for three years, Shorish was brought
back and made her immediate boss again. The first thing he did was change Mazhar’s program.
He expressed his disappointment that she wouldn’t talk to him or see him. She was simply shocked
at his pretense of not remembering what had happened before.
“Were we in a situation that I should have met him? But you can’t make a shameless man
realize anything by saying this to him,” she now says.
It had been 11 years since she was working at this company. She now had to pitch ideas
for a new program to host and discuss them with him. He would keep her sitting there for long
hours and call her in private. Considering she did not trust him anymore, she was not comfortable
doing so.
“I went to the MD again. I was so hurt that this man even after all these years, is back in
his attitude. I had genuine reasons to mistrust him. Why should I see him alone?”
Mazhar reports that the overall culture in the office was still governed by Shorish. Passing
comments on what women were wearing, touching, teasing was all normal behavior for him. In
order to get good slots and work, you had to be around him. Frustrated, she began to get into
frequent tussles with him during meetings.
“He was limiting my role at the company. Sometimes he wouldn’t let me go on air.
Sometimes he would say your face isn’t good enough, you don’t know how to speak. Demoralizing
me in the office environment…But when he’d see me alone, he would say good things to me.”
Mazhar realized she couldn’t keep on reporting these daily issues and statement she had
to tolerate, to the MD.
Meanwhile she got an offer from another news channel. Despite being asked by the PTV
management to stay, she decided to leave. At her farewell, Shorish was present and told her that
all that had happened was in the past.
She worked at the other channel, JAAG TV, for a year. But after constant persistence from
her colleagues, and considering affiliation with the company, she decided to return to PTV in 2014.
4
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Upon her return 2014 his behavior did not change. He continued to malign her name and character.
When this did not stop, Mazhar told him in a public meeting that she was going to file a case
against him, and make him pay for all these years.
During the same time, a colleague, Yashfeen Syed, an anchorperson began facing the same
issues. Shorish had made derogatory remarks about her in a meeting.
One day, Syed went to Mazhar and asked her about what had happened with her. Mazhar
shared the audio clip with her, leaving her shocked. They began reaching out to people and asked
them how to lobby against a person who had a senior position in a state-run media channel.
Mazhar then met Maryam Aurangzeb who was Parliament Secretary at the time, and showed her
the group chats of employees at PTV on which Shorish would routinely make vulgar jokes.
Aurangzeb was shocked and said that he should be thrown out of PTV. Mazhar also met Pervez
Rasheed, Information Minister at the time, and told him she had evidence against Shorish.
“Yashfeen and I felt very confident that action would now be taken, especially when
Maryam became Information Minister and had full authority to throw him out. We felt she would
ensure justice.”
When they met Aurangzeb again, she asked them to file a written complaint. They knew
his connections, his father’s clout, and all his supporters who were a part of the senior board at
PTV. They would call him their nephew, and his father their ‘ustaad’ (teacher).
A written formal complaint was filed. By then, the Workplace Harassment Act had been
implemented, and an anti-harassment committee was formed. Even the women assigned as
committee members were barely aware about harassment. In a formal hearing, one of them asked
Mazhar, “If you were being harassed since so many years, why didn’t you just leave your job?”
On an opportunity when Mazhar had hoped that had finally hoped for justice, she had been blamed
and shamed. To vent, she turned to Twitter where the issue got viral and became talk of the town.
“In an inquiry on my complaint of harassment against Masood Shorish, PTV committee asked why
didn’t you leave the job if you were harassed?” she wrote on Twitter.
In retaliation, PTV sent out notices to Mazhar and Yashfeen banning them from entering
the premises for defaming the company. (Haq, 2017)
“We reached out to the Minister complaining that the committee was biased. Instead of
investigating the senior manager who was harassing women, you (the minister) are taking people
from the same management and forming a committee comprised of them.”
5
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All the proof against him was again provided including Mazhar’s audio clip, and his
messages in work-related group chats.
“I even had a telephonic conversation with another female colleague where I asked her,
“Does he not touch women inappropriately?” and she said “yes he does and we tell him not to”.
That was also an important evidence but no report was made against him.”
According to a lawyer, Abira Ashfaq, the code of conduct that is an addendum to the
harassment act says that after the complaint is filed, the employer has discretion to do any of the
following to facilitate the complainant- separate offices of the two parties shared, removing any
supervisory role accused may have had over the complainant, or even suspending for a short
period. (Code of Conduct “Protection Against Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2010”,
2010)
The law also says that once a complaint is made, the accused should be dismissed from
work for some time. In this case, Shorish got a formal leave, with an official car, drivers and
protocol.
When he returned, the Minister called Mazhar and Yashfeen in for a meeting, and it was
announced that there had been a settlement of the case. The women requested for his department
to be changed, but no one listened. In protest, both resigned.
Mazhar shared her resignation letter containing details of the incident on Twitter.
“PTV is being hijacked by perverts. I did my bit to improve things alas moral corruption
won over morals. I will cherish my working with PTV.” The tweet said. (Mazhar, Resignation in
Protest of Harrasment at PTV, 2017)
Shorish continued to work at PTV until a few months later, on November16, 2017 he also
left. His behavior had become so known that he could no longer stay.
To keep his respect and dignity intact, PTV even made up a false reason for his departure.
In essence, he was not held accountable or disgraced for all the cases of harassments against him.
“My case happened before the global MeToo campaign… it was discussed in parliament,
in UN women, and international media covered it too. PTV had the chance to set a precedent but
they blew it.”
She shares that the company’s culture is unfavorable for women in general. When a woman
is given an important slot, it is shown as a favor she must feel grateful for.
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“In return, they expect women to return the favors as well. If not 100%, then even 70%
would do but they must reciprocate.”
Seemab Abbas a senior PTV world correspondent who is currently working at the company
case says that the current culture at PTV is not much different. She along with 5 other girls have
reported a harassment case against a male colleague this year, and it is still pending in the high
court.
Everyone including five other witnesses was questioned and after considering the plethora
of evidence and witness testimonies, the judge ruled against the accused. The accused was then
dismissed from PTV with all his benefits taken away. However, he then filed a review in the high
court which granted him a stay order and had him reinstated at PTV.
Seemab also added that ever since she reported the harassment she faced, her career has
pretty much ended. She has been completely taken off screen and has been given a desk job at
PTV. This goes on to show that even if women report harassment, it ends up ruining their careers.
Seemab also stated that men in Pakistan feel entitled to hit on the women they work with. (Abbas,
2019)
When Mazhar went through this fight, many people she did not know personally, would
message and call her, appreciating her for her bravery. She still says one of the bright sides of her
case was that at least people would now be fearful of getting exposed. However, she remains
unhappy with the legal process that failed to do her justice.
The report against Shorish had been swept under the rug. To this day, it remains unresolved
and no longer has legal standing. The committee did not reach a conclusion or officially close the
case. This allowed him to file two defamation cases against Mazhar and Yashfeen.
“He is still confident in saying that he never got convicted.” Mazhar says, with evident
sorrow.
Shorish’s opinion on the incident is unavailable as it was not possible to reach him.
According to Mazhar, the important issue is not the event of harassment itself, but it’s the way that
it is dealt with
“Harassment always has the same impact whether it’s physical, mental, or emotional- any
woman like me would face the same pain and trauma. It can just be another ‘crispy’ story for
readers. Everybody cheers for me for the fight I put up. But the reality is, I lost my job. Channels
do invite me to discuss this issue but they don’t offer me jobs.”
7
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She stresses that no job contract binds the employee to stay around their boss for 8-9 hours.
She emphasizes the need for young girls to be aware that such work cultures lure them into the
same violation of rights she faced.
Mazhar is fighting her case to this day, whilst remaining unemployed and championing for
women rights in the country.

8
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Social Media: Breaking The Silence
In order to help sexual abuse survivors, heal, by letting them know they’re not alone, African
American activist Tarana Burke originally founded the MeToo movement in 2006 in the United
States of America. She coined the phrase after she heard the story of a 13 year-old sexual abuse
survivor. According to Burke, “I didn’t have a response or a way to help her in that moment, and
I couldn’t even say ‘me too.” (Garcia, 2017)
This campaign focused on empowerment through empathy, and it gained momentum in
2017.
The movement was born on Twitter when Alyssa Milano wrote a tweet encouraging people
to share their own stories of abuse and harassment with the hashtag #MeToo. This was a step to
indicate the universality of the phenomena and problem.
The response on social media was phenomenal. The campaign became far-reaching and
international as women of different countries, races, and ethnicities felt united together with just
two words: ‘Me Too’ Women of a range of ages came forth to recount their experiences. Over the
next few months, over 200 men from various industries were accused of sexual misconduct.
A number of Hollywood actresses and Weinsten Company employees came forward with
sexual harassment allegations against movie producer Harvey Weinstein. In the following days,
the number of people rose to at least 100.
From big names in the media industry, to influential figures in the political arena; the
exposé spared none. Woody Allen, Kevin Spacey, Roy Moore, Louis C.K, Matt Lauer were some
of the famous men unmasked as sexual predators.
The disclosures also resulted in outcomes. As a consequence, Keven Spacy was removed
from his upcoming movie, a movie distribution company dropped Louis C.K’s movie, Senator Al
resigned from his position and Mario Batali was fired as a host at ABC.
The movement spread like wildfire in other parts of the world and reached Pakistan too.
In March 2018, Khalid Bajwa, CEO of music company Patari, was accused of sexually harassing
at least 12 young women (over phone/texts and in meetings.
Bajwa was exposed for sending inappropriate messages to girls he was in contact with. The
episode occurred when Mehravar Ali, a 21-year-old girl studying at Beacon House National
University Lahore, took to Twitter to post screenshots of their conversations.

9
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Ali shares that being harassed by a man “twice her age” was an extremely scary and
disturbing experience.

Bajwa was an acquaintance, hence he had her phone number. She

remembers her first encounter with him in person that left her taken aback.
She was volunteering at a music festival in Lahore in 2017 and was walking somewhere
when she suddenly heard him calling out her name. “When I turned around, he was standing there
all excited, pretending as if we’re close friends. He immediately hugged me to greet me and made
me feel awkward.”
Ali shrugged it off as a “weird encounter with someone she didn’t even know well”. Bajwa
would then frequently text her, make small talk, and at times make inappropriate requests. “All
my pictures were posted on Instagram and he was added there. Yet he would message me and ask
me to personally send him photos of me, in his words, “in that crop top showing my naval.” “I told
him I won’t send him anything in private.”
The young woman, naïve, but strong-willed says that it was never the highlight of her life
or something that took over her. Despite his consistent messaging and flirting, and her constant
ignoring and refusing- she went on with her life normally. His texts started getting “creepier”
according to Ali, and that’s when she decided to block him from social media and WhatsApp.
“He would tell me how I am getting ‘hotter’ every day. He would keep asking me to meet him
alone. I was not that stupid to do so. But eventually I got tired of constantly making excuses to
avoid him, and so I blocked him.”
A year and a half later, Ali started hearing from mutual friends that Bajwa had behaved in
the same way with them. Her friends and friends of friends shared their own incidents where they
had made the mistake of actually meeting him. He would physically harass them; make sexual
advances. Another common pattern in Bajwa’s behavior was an apparent ‘foot-fetish’ he had;
asking for pictures of feet, expressing his overt appreciation for them. One girl reports that he
offered her a job at Patari if she came to see him wearing red nail-polish on her toes.
Ali had started taking interest in cases of harassment around her, which made her more
aware of the issue. Suddenly, it dawned on her that this man, married and with children, was
blatantly preying on girls half his age. With the global MeToo movement on the rise too, Ali had
a sudden urge to expose him for his inappropriate behavior. Her tweet said:

10
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“He graced me with unwelcomed hugs. I shut up about it for the longest but I guess the
time is right. I have no personal vendetta because I wasn’t stupid enough to meet him alone despite
him asking me a billion times. I just don’t want him to keep preying on young girls.” (Ali, 2018)
Talking about her incident with me, Ali explained why she decided to take this action. “I
posted screenshots of our conversations on Twitter because I knew he was doing the same to many
other girls. I simply had no other motive. I went to sleep and had no idea that I would wake up to
my Twitter notifications exploding. Journalists, activists, other victims of harassment had reached
out to me telling me how proud they were. I had become an overnight sensation.”
Soon, eight other girls posted screenshots of their own conversations with Bajwa, while
many others vocally attested that he was indeed a ‘creep’ who had a ‘thing for feet’ and made them
feel uncomfortable. Ali also added that there were others too who had remained silent. They shared
the emotional trauma he had made them go through. (Rashid, 2018) Another Twitter user, Zainab,
used the platform to allege, “Although it was a very long time ago. I was only 17, I went through
a stupid breakup and this guy, and mind you he was 27 years old back then, took so much advantage
of me. I was only 17 and didn’t know any better."
Bajwa started calling her, apologizing and asking her to take down her tweets for the sake
of his family.
Remarkably just a few hours in to the same day on April 11 2018, Patari announced Bajwa
had stepped down as the CEO and been disassociated from the company as ‘evidence of his sexual
misconduct surfaced’. This instant action set an example for other organizations. The company
expressed complete support for victims of harassment and illustrated their seriousness regarding
workplace values. Contrary to the usual legal complications, requests for written formal
complaints, and long investigative procedures - this was a case of immediate action taken against
the co-founder of a major music company. Social media alone was a catalyst and tool that proved
to be powerful enough to make it happen.
Ali herself was shocked when she heard the news of Bajwa stepping down, since that was
not the intent behind exposing him. “I almost felt a twinge of guilt when I found out he had lost
his job because of me.” On the other side, she felt a positivity and sense of empowerment when
she realized how one act of her breaking the silence had such an impact.
Mr Bajwa was also reached out to, while reporting this story, and he chose not to respond
on the incident.
11
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What truly shone out to her was the message she received from singer/actor Meesha Shafi
a couple of days later. Shafi told Ali how she was an inspiration for her to finally speak up after
years of staying silent. “I was beyond happy, when Meesha messaged me. She said I was the reason
she felt inspired to reveal something she had suffered for years. I couldn’t believe I had done
something this great for her!”
A few days later, on April 19, Shafi went on Twitter to accuse musician, actor Ali Zafar
for sexually harassing her numerous times.
“Today, I speak up because my conscience does not allow me to be silent anymore. If this
can happen to someone like me, an established artist, then it can happen to any young woman and
that concerns me gravely. I have been subjected, on more than one occasion, to sexual harassment
of a physical nature at the hands of a colleague from my industry: Ali Zafar," she tweeted. (Agha,
2018)
This statement was very powerful in shifting the narrative for Pakistani women of all industries
and workplaces. Shafi had spoken out against an iconic popstar, much beloved and looked up to
by many. Many of his fans continued to support him, and pointed fingers at the woman for
‘attention-seeking’ and ‘wrongly accusing’ him. But a man who was revered by many, was now
in the spotlight, actively getting questioned for sexual misconduct. This was unusual, and a huge
shift in the Pakistani narrative.
When women speak up against harassment and share their stories, a predictable pattern
usually follows. This pattern is marked with social shame, blame, nitpicking the women’s
behavior, dress sense, persona and social activities. Hence, many women choose to stay quiet.
Social media has inevitably escalated the trend of speaking up against cases of sexual
harassment. The platform allows for two-way communication, enabling a support system that in
turn encourages more women to break the silence.
Trends like the MeToo movement have catalyzed and gain momentum because of the mass
outreach that the Internet and social media provides.
At the same time, it proves to be cathartic for people experiencing anger, self-doubt, or
distress because one can simply write out their feelings and share them with their friends/followers
in real-time. The channel further allows them to console each other, provide support, and create
solidarity among them. Simply saying “I believe you” to women who have otherwise not been
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trusted, or saying ‘Me Too” to someone who feels like no one understands or relates to them- has
a liberating effect.
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The Perfect Storm - Women, Work, Sexual Harassment, Law
& Society
Women are working now more than ever before. According to data collected by Nazish Brohi in
2018, DAWN, there have been seismic socio-economic changes in Pakistan in the past years that
have led to a shift in the woman’s role and participation in labor. (Brohi, 2018)
The average age for a Pakistani woman getting married was 16 years in 1961, and rose to
22.8 years by 2007. Fertility in women has almost halved and teen fertility decreased from 20% to
8% since 1988. These figures illustrate how later marriage and less children have contributed to
the rise in number of women in the workforce.
The literacy rate for women has also seen a slow rise in Pakistan. The report by Brohi states
that according to economist S. Akbar Zaidi, there has been a 432 percent increase in girls’
enrolment at universities from 2004 to 2014. By 2015, the literacy rate had gone up to 49% and
for women aged 15-25 up to 66%. Mobility also increased — women who can visit markets alone
rose by 12 percent in the past five years.
Female labor force participation has risen - from 16 percent in 2001 to 24 percent in 2012.
Female unemployment went down from 16.5 percent to nine percent in the same time
As more women have joined the workforce, sexual harassment cases at work are being reported
frequently. The enactment of the Workplace Harassment Law 2010 has also contributed to the
number of cases being reported. Earlier, women were afraid to openly complain about harassment
because of their need for inclusion in the workforce. However, the concept of women working in
Pakistan is now generally accepted by society.
The Alliance against Sexual Harassment (AASHA), a group of organizations committed
to curb sexual harassment at the workplace, was one of the first to lobby for the 2010 law to be
passed. They also made a Code of Conduct on sexual harassment for organizations to adopt and
implement.
The Code of Conduct by AASHA begins with the following words:
“Adoption of this Code makes your organization fully in compliance with the “Protection against
Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2010”
The code of conduct lists unacceptable behavior, which constitutes as sexual harassment
at the workplace:
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“(2) Sexual Harassment, the behavior described in Clause 1 (i), i.e.
any unwelcome sexual advance, request for sexual favors or other verbal or written
communication or physical conduct of a sexual nature or sexually demeaning attitudes, causing
interference with work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work
environment, or the attempt to punish the complainant for refusal to comply to such a request or
is made a condition for employment,
is unacceptable behavior in the workplace, including any interaction or situation that is linked to
official work or official activity outside the office. It constitutes a violation of this Code. For further
explanation of such behavior see Annex I”
All the actions or behaviors that fall under ‘harassment’ in various situations are laid out:

(1)

Sexual harassment can include but is not limited to: verbal harassment or abuse, subtle

pressure for sexual acts, sexual advances in the pretext of narrating sexual incidents, touching,
patting or pinching, leering at a person’s body, demanding sexual favors accompanied by subtle
or overt threats concerning employment or advancement; and physical assault including rape.
There are three significant manifestations of sexual harassment in the work environment:
(a)

Abuse of authority

A demand by a person in authority, such as a supervisor, for sexual favors in order for the
complainant to keep or obtain certain job benefits, be it a wage increase, a promotion, training
opportunity, a transfer or the job itself.
(b)

Creating a hostile environment

Any unwelcome sexual advance, request for sexual favors or other verbal or physical conduct of
a sexual nature, which interferes with an individual’s work performance or creates an
intimidating, hostile, abusive or offensive work environment.
The typical “hostile environment” claim, in general, requires finding of a pattern of offensive
conduct, however, in cases where the harassment is particularly severe, such as in cases involving
physical contact, a single offensive incident will constitute a violation.

(c)

Retaliation
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The refusal to grant a sexual favor can result in retaliation, which may include limiting the
employee’s options for future promotions or training, distorting the evaluation reports, generating
gossip against the employee or other ways of limiting access to his/her rights. Such behavior is
also a part of the harassment.

(2) Passing on pornographic material in print or electronic form, or passing on written offensive
messages of a sexual nature would also be considered sexual harassment.

(3) Any expression that suggests superiority of one gender over the other should be avoided. Such
expressions may include jokes that demean one gender, and unwelcome references to a person’s
appearance or body, where they cause psychological harassment and serve to deny colleagues
their dignity and respect and contribute to an atmosphere in which inequality is emphasized. Such
expressions, if persistent, may constitute sexual harassment.

It then mentions the responsibility of the organization in very clearly words:
“(4) Management will be responsible to follow this Code in letter and spirit to ensure that each
complaint of sexual harassment is addressed responsibly. The management will be impartial in
the process and will facilitate a just and fair inquiry without retaliation. The management will not
victimize the complainant or the witnesses in the case”

This is followed by a step by step process required to be adopted by organizations when a
complaint of sexual harassment comes forth. This procedure includes establishing an inquiry
committee of three people, one of whom must be a woman.
It is also required of the management to communicate and display this code of conduct to
all the employees, as well as inform them of the consequences of such behavior.
The Government would also establish an Office of Ombudsperson to address these cases,
and take informed decisions when the employee fails to attain help from the organization. The
Ombudspersons’ judgment on a case would be final, and must be followed upon by the
organization
The Code also lists the penalties if the accused is found guilty by the Inquiry Committee.
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(i)

Minor penalties:

(a)

Censure;
(b)

Withholding, for a specific period, promotion or increment;

(c)

Hold,

for

a

specific

period,

at

an

efficiency

bar

in

the

time-scale;
(d)

Recovery of the compensation payable to the complainant from pay or any other

source of the accused;

(ii)

Major penalties:
(a) Reduction to a lower post or time-scale, or to a lower stage in a time-scale;
(b) Compulsory retirement;
(c) Removal from service; and
(d) Dismissal from service.
(e) Payment of a Fine. A part of the fine can be used as compensation for the complainant.
In case of the owner, the fine shall be payable to the complainant. (Code of Conduct
“Protection Against Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2010”, 2010)

In a 2018 a survey of 300 women done by Dawn, it was found that sexual harassment,
abuse and discrimination in Pakistan’s workplaces, including universities, are common, but mostly
unreported and ignored by senior management.
The survey conducted online questionnaires and interviews in Karachi, Islamabad, Lahore,
Peshawar and Quetta with responses from women in the workforce, across professions and
industries, to find out about experiences of sexual harassment and whether workplaces have antisexual harassment policies in place.
In response to a question whether women were made to stay silent about workplace
harassment, 61 pc said their employers did not persuade them to keep quiet, but a significant 35pc
were told to remain silent by their colleagues and bosses.
When asked if their workplace take harassment complaints seriously, 58.6 pc said ‘Yes’, 33.6
pc said ‘No’, and 7.6 pc said ‘Don’t Know’.
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Meanwhile, 53.3 pc said they were aware that workplace sexual harassment is a crime under
the Protection against Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act, 2010, and 46.1 pc were not even
aware of the bill.
52 pc women said their workplace had informed employees about this law, and 48 pc said they
had not. When asked if women speak up about inappropriate and abuse at the workplace, 57.3 pc
responded with ‘Yes’ and 36 pc said ‘No’.
83 pc women said that some men believe they will get away with this [inappropriate] behavior
which is why they continue as harassers. (Brohi, 2018)
Maria Rehan is a senior HR Learning Professional at Shell and was previously the country
HR Manager in Pakistan. She is also one of the only three investigators for workplace related
cases.
“When the element of respect gets compromised, it falls under non-compliance of the
values of ‘Diversity and Inclusion; - an area that is an important aspect of our overall workplace
policy,” she said.
Shell Global Reporting Line is a universal number for any employee across the
organization. It is a reporting and investigation mechanism where any Shell employee can share
their experiences, or issues, with the option of confidentiality.
People need to work in an environment where they can speak freely, and with equal rights
for all people regardless of difference in color, beliefs, ethnicities, and sexual preferences, Rehan
said.
According to Awais Safdar, an HR Specialist at Coke, the company has a special focus on
creating and promoting a culture of diversity and inclusion.
The organization has a Workplace Portal for employees where they can report any issue
directly to the company and has set up an inquiry committee to investigate and address employee’s
cases
Similarly, Zong, a telecommunication company in Pakistan, has equipped its’ Human
Resource to handle harassment cases. Misbah Mohsin, 38, an employee at the company for the
past 10 years says, “I have never faced any such thing. We get an email informing us we can
register our complaints here. And if you do, your privacy will be maintained and the respondent
will be interrogated.”
Some companies are taking measures to encourage women in the workplace.
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Coke, in this regard, claims to be inclusive and supportive towards their female employees.
According to Vardah Omer, 25, there is a good maternity leave policy and a daycare policy, hence
women feel comfortable working here. “They ensure that women don’t miss opportunities because
of family or children related responsibilities, or pregnancy etc. They give them good support,” she
explains.
Omer shares many women still opt not to do field jobs, but this trend is changing. The ones
who choose to do so, get full support and encouragement from the company.
She shares an incident when a female truck driver told the HR that when she drives the
truck, people start catcalling and commenting ‘look at her, a woman driving a truck”. This was
starting to make her uneasy.
In response, the HR encouraged her to continue her work. The other vehicles didn’t have
air conditioners, but the HR Director got an air-conditioner as well as music deck installed in her
truck to make her feel relaxed, and easily ignore such comments while working.
There has been a shift, albeit small, in workplace cultures since more women joined
corporate organizations.
An employee of Total Pakistan, Seerat Qamar, 30, reports that in the past two years the
culture has focused more on workplace gender parity.
His company’s HR has to maintain a minimum target male to female ratio that is set by
Total headquarters in Paris. This target is currently at 70 to 30; whereas, initially it was 90 to 10.
“Women are also encouraged to work in the field despite the fact that oil is a difficult field
job. If a woman is willing to work in the field then in my opinion that is a clear cut example of
women empowerment.” Qamar also adds.
Pakistani society is in the throes of a revolution shaking the basic fabric of its social,
cultural ethical and financial mores. The history of progressive movements shows they have their
cheerleaders and opponents. Caught between the two is a large swathe, unsure which way to turn
until the tide settles and rules of engagement become clear.
In the meantime, the revolutionaries’ and the reactionaries are battling it out while at the
same time trying to prove the point of their cause to the unsure majority.
One important movement born out of this struggle is the #MeToo movement which
specifically addresses the sexual harassment issue.
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Is The #Metoo Coming to The Workplace?
According to global business magazine, Forbes in 2019, the #MeToo movement, has caused a shift
in the culture of staying silent, and workplaces need to adapt and reassess their policies quickly.
The campaign has heightened the zero-tolerance attitude of companies towards harassment.
There was a time when there was a huge extent of harassment and no one could do anything
about it, but the silence has definitely been broken, remarks Farieha Aziz, an award-winning APNS
journalist and the Director/Co-founder of ‘Bolo Bhi’ - a civil society organization advocating for
free speech, internet freedom, privacy and gender in Pakistan.
Probably for the first time in our country, employers and employees are trying to
distinguish between flirting, sexual assault and sexual harassment. “We are obviously reassessing
everything and in this reassessment process, everybody is suddenly on guard. We should also
realize that if people are on guard then it will actually prevent a lot of harassment and abuse which
was completely unchecked before,” she says.
However, organizations believe that the rise of the #MeToo movement has not directly
impacted the trend in reporting cases. Cases that are ‘heard’ and women who receive justice
actually give incentive to others to report, they say.
“What really brought about a change is when a case ends with visible consequences...
When one girl reported and ‘saw action being taken’, this motivated others to do so as well,”
Rehan, from Shell, says.
Safdar, who has been working for Coke HR in different cities, for seven years, reports that
small, routine issues do happen, but the protective environment at the company has deterred
serious cases from occurring.
After social media became a powerful tool in discussing harassment cases, companies have
been quick to address the issue albeit in a reactionary manner. Reportedly, Total globally sent out
a communique 2 years ago that emphasized women empowerment, and added a number of policies
specifically for women inclusion and safety. Qamar, an employee, feels that the company values
seem to align with the time the MeToo movement gained momentum.
According to Aziz, the movement has built up to a point that companies now have to
comply to it to avoid PR related issues- so a lot of them are simply coming up with more policies.
Another growing concept is that the social media #MeToo movement has fuelled a
generalized fear among men, limiting their natural interactions with women in the workplace.
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Rehan, from her experience as an HR Manager says that men now hesitate before asking
to have a cup of coffee or offering to drop their female colleague home. When they do, they
jokingly try to clear their position with co-workers, saying, “not to go and accuse me of
something”.
“When I joined Shell, 15 years ago, I had a male boss and we, (juniors) would get proper
scolding. But at that time, we knew we had to put in effort with our line managers who were just
like our elder brothers or fathers. The element of trust is gone today,” says Rehan.
Employers and employees are trying to be extra cautious now, and this change has become
more apparent in the past five years, she says.
Mohsin feels that men are generally more careful because their self-respect is at stake and
their name can get tarnished with one single mistake. “Men get scared from the experiences of
others… the ones who are held accountable. And the fact that they know about other’s experiences
is more effective,” she comments.
Meanwhile, Qamar shares how he now fears being misunderstood or accused, so he
chooses to stay extremely reserved at his workplace.
“Men including me are fearful because we have seen other men who have the right
intentions being painted as bad,” he says. He feels there is no way to have friendly interactions
with women at the workplace without it possibly being construed as offensive.
Omer, who works at Coke also feels the same. “Considering that many people have been
made to leave, people are generally very careful not to make such remarks or cause someone to
complain.”
As a senior manager Rehan feels that in the essence of curbing workplace harassment,
global organizations have put up so many policies, that the natural relationship of bond-building
and trust between employer/employee has fizzled out.
“The policies have gotten so strict that if a boss merely questions a junior angrily- they can
feel offended and simply report it. This scares the senior management now,” she adds.
In light of the view that strict policies are eroding work relationships, it is important to
redefine, and have these conversations about ‘normal’ gender relations between employee,
employer, and men and women.
Aziz suggests it is especially important to create a healthy environment where you’re not
fearful, while also understanding that there are certain boundaries.
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Karachi-based lawyer and human rights activist, comments, “We are giving too much
weight to the fact that it has damaged relationships between men and women”. She feels that rather
than researching the extent of this strain, the focus should be on the extent and depth of harassment
women face and how it has impacted their role to the industry.
“Straining relationships is a tiny issue. It’s a road bump that will lead people to know and
understand what harassment is and what isn’t. This is just another critique of the movement,” she
says. (Ashfaq, 2019)
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The #Metoo Generation in The Corporate World
Where there has been a solidarity in the Metoo movement, a generational divide has also become
more apparent, especially at the workplace. The ‘Metoo’ generation is mostly the millennials: tech
savvy, social media dependent, and quick to speak up.
Organizations can equip themselves better to handle cases of harassment by trying to
understand how the younger generation thinks, works, and acts, and subsequently catering to their
needs.
Also known as Generation Y, Millennials are the generation born from 1981 to 1996 (2338 years old) following the Generation X born from 1965 to 1980 (39 -54 years old).
The Pakistan Advertisers Society (PAS) recently reported that Pakistani millennials are
already the largest generation in the workforce, making up more than one-third of those employed
today. By 2020, they’ll grow to represent more than 50% of the country’s’ workforce.
A growing body of evidence suggests that working with millennials is different from
previous generations. Employers across the world have noticed a cultural clash between middle
management and millennials.
A 2018 study by Forbes has revealed useful insight to understand the generational gap, and
how this difference contributes towards the cultural shift in organizations. “The “immature”
millennials actually want to be in charge” Kimberly Fries says in the article ‘7 Ways Millennials
Are Changing Traditional Leadership’. They have a desire to lead, and for most of them, leadership
also means ‘the empowerment of others’.
The younger generation cannot take instructions, or get told “Just do what I say.”
Working with HR, Rehan, too has observed this change. “There’s a lot of difference in
decision-making, empowerment, way of working and mindset. So there’s a continuous
reinforcement of cultural change that the management tries to bring in,” she explains.
New studies have also found that when leadership doesn’t meet their expectations or
needs, millennials will leave jobs much more readily than their predecessors . According to Gallup
Polls, 21% of millennials say they've changed jobs within the past year. This is nearly three times
higher than generations outside of the demographic.
The same research revealed that 60% of millennials say they are open to a different job
opportunity.
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Millennials are more vocal and quick to speak up when anything goes wrong at the
workplace. They are also quick to leverage social media if they don’t feel heard. “You cannot
make the younger generation sit and take instructions. They have their own way of working and if
you don’t cooperate, they will either leave, or speak up, Rehan shares.
If policies don’t make sense to them, millennials are quick to challenge them.
Qamar, 30, believes that millennials are fearless since everyone has a voice on
social media, you can always say anything you want to and get support for it. “That’s how the
MeToo movement blew up despite the fact that in the past even being associated with such
incidents was considered to be shameful,” he says.
In an online publication, Express Tribune, author Shanen Khaliq writes: “Raised under
conservative codes of religion and tradition, these millennials have their own set of defining
experiences that are starkly different from those of their parents. Much educated, urbanite
millennials have distinct views on career choice, mate selection and patriotism.”
These new experiences are visible in the workplace.
Rehan shares that 15 years ago only men were seen in the smoking area, whereas now it is
packed with younger women too. It is great to see a change towards equality in societal norms, but
the boundaries in interactions are getting blurred, and they need to be clearer, she says.
As young Pakistani women progress towards a more open lifestyle, they face backlash from many
people, which stems from patriarchal mindset.
“I was just 24, 25 when I joined as a fresh graduate, I was the youngest in my team and
there was a clear difference between my thought process and that of the middle management. For
me, being a man, it was easy to cope with but for young women it’s a lot tougher. They have to
face a lot behind-the-table talk and gossip,” Qamar adds.
Many societal do’s and don’ts are now being challenged, as women are starting to occupy
more spaces. Qamar shares an instance which depicts the average mindset of many people in the
country. He describes how a lot of people smoke at work, but women usually don’t smoke in the
smoking area as its male denominated. There was however this rebellious intern who didn’t care
and would smoke openly.
’I heard a lot of people gossiping about her character,” he says. “There is this stereotype in
our society that women who smoke or wear jeans are ‘easy” or ‘bad’ somehow.”
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Misbah, feels that some women willingly allow men to say or do certain things, that another
woman, like herself, wouldn’t accept.
“If someone calls me ‘yaar’, that is a big deal for me because I feel that as a woman and a
senior I should be respected. Although there isn’t anything wrong with this but that’s just me, I
don’t like it. But other women don’t feel the same way, so men get used to it.”
The challenge for the organizations, employers and employees is that it is difficult to make
decisions in cases of harassment as there is no rulebook; every person has different definitions of
acceptable or unacceptable behavior.
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Defining ‘Boundaries’ at The Workplace
The common notion of ‘setting boundaries’ also exists in the workplace. Employers and employees
both feel that defining the line between acceptable and unacceptable behavior is important. Even
in harassment cases, the society’s response is to question the woman and if she had drawn
sufficient boundaries in her relationships.
The blurred lines have confused both genders, Rehan says. According to her, men do not
know their ‘do’s and don’ts’ and women feel that everything is a ‘don’t’, unless it’s on their own
terms.
Due to lack of defined boundaries, harassment cases keep falling into a grey area and are
harder to handle, according to Rehan. They will ask you not to cross the line, but when you ask
them ‘what’ the line is, they really don’t know, she comments.
“Sometimes people don’t want to be too friendly and sometimes they are okay with it.
Everyone has a different level of physical interaction or other kind of interaction; it varies. We
can’t use the same benchmark for everyone but this conversation really needs to happen,” says
Aziz.
Societal expectation towards women to maintain a moral high-ground at all times is also
very high. An employer at a company who wishes to remain anonymous said, “Women don’t know
their own boundaries. They go out to party, smoke, and drink with men after work. And the next
day, if the same guys’ high-five her, that becomes offensive.”
Another male employee, reports, “If they see a women wearing tight clothes, they would
comment on her character and believe me the comments aren’t nice at all.”
Aziz clarifies this common mindset saying that partying or wearing something outside of
work, is completely different than the workplace where there is a certain conduct. What one does
in their personal life is separate.
“If you’re saying it’s with the same people, does that person recognize what is okay for
them and what isn’t? Like sometimes people are even forced into uncomfortable handshakes, or
hugs. Maybe at one point you were okay, and at another point you were not so of course there are
grey areas in this.”
She believes these discussions have stemmed from the #MeToo movement and are integral
to understanding these concepts and improving the mindset towards women in the workplace, and
in Pakistan.
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Trainings- A Tool for Understanding Sexual Harassment
Trainings and awareness sessions are very important if a company aims to limit potential incidents
of harassment. They shed light on grey areas, and provide tools for the employees to identify, and
handle such issues.
Aziz elaborates how companies have existing laws and committees in place, but simply
codifying these things is not enough to bring change.
“You have to have a conversation with the existing staff. You can call in trainers, recreate
scenarios, and ask them, the staff, on what they think counts as harassment. Only then would they
really figure it out and improve the culture.”
Shell says it has a training program for its’ employees where nine various topics like
‘Gender Bias’ to ‘Sexual harassment’ to ‘Micro Inequity’ are covered.
Men and women both need to be taught exactly what harassment is, and all the behaviors
that constitute it. Training provides employees with the knowledge about the type of comments
and actions that are appropriate and those that are not. It also ensures that employees do not have
the space to use the excuse of “I didn’t know…”
They also need to learn what their reaction should be if they find themselves in a situation.
“Three months ago we had a training session on harassment where women were taught how they
should respond and react if someone behaves in a certain way,” says Mohsin.
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Do Millennials Need Coaching?
Increasingly, managers are perplexed by how to coach the millennial workforce. In order to be a
more effective coach, the important distinction between ‘managing’ and ‘coaching’ needs to be
understood. While managing is a more instructive style of leadership, effective coaches provide
millennials the kind of understanding and feedback they need. The employers need to be
empathetic towards their concerns and perspectives.
After working through cases concerning employees almost every day; Rehan places great
importance on personal coaching. This can guide them into proper communication and better
conflict resolution.
With regards to sexual harassment, she often has to act as a mentor and tell them that some
of their issues are not as problematic. She believes not every case should be turned into a case of
investigation, and can be worked through.
She narrates an incident when a younger female graduate was in tears when in the sales
environment, her boss often used abusive language, making her feel uncomfortable. She had not
expressed her discomfort to him, and wished to report the issue without doing so. When the HR
talked to him, he was taken aback with fear as he hadn’t realized this could be an issue.
Immediately, he changed his way of communicating and choice words. A few days later, the girl
was fine and back to work in a healthy environment.
There have been instances where a woman would have reported against her boss the
previous night, and would come to work next day and sit with him, and he wouldn’t even know he
has been complained about, Rehan adds. Communicating one’s concerns clearly and
constructively are the first step when addressing them in a workplace.
She thinks most people deserve to get a chance to turn around their behavior and improve
themselves in some situations.
“If you ask me what trend has changed, I would say that now almost everything becomes
a ‘MeToo’ but adding a hashtag MeToo doesn’t mean, I, as a certified investigator would simply
accept that, unless I run through a full investigation.”
Leaders should be clear that constructive conflict is encouraged and expected as an
effective instigator of needed change. At the same time, the young generation needs to have mature
mentors to coach them on conflict resolution. In severe cases, there is no room for coaching, as
direct action must be taken.
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The Burden of Evidence
On June 2018, in a speech on the launch of SheDecides, a movement working towards women
empowerment, singer and actor Meesha Shafi spoke, “Acts of sexual harassment are committed
with such impunity that sexual predators are almost never held accountable,” she said.
Many cases of abuse and harassment remain unchallenged as the law states that ‘a person
is innocent until proven guilty.’ When sexual harassment cases are investigated by the inquiry
committee, evidence is considered very important in drawing a verdict. However, victims do not
always have the opportunity to gather or record the evidence of an act of harassment that may be
very sudden or subtle mostly.
Most cases of harassment occur in settings where they won’t be recorded traditionally.
Lawyer Ashfaq believes there is a problem in the mindset that everything should have a
screenshot, audio or video evidence. Harassment is not always visible, and falls on a whole
spectrum of verbal, non-verbal, and even gestures. (Ashfaq, 2019)
When investigations are carried out and there is a lack of evidence, the inquiry committee
must find out more from character witnesses; other employees, colleagues of the accused and the
victim, and any other eye-witnesses. In the unlikely case that character witnesses are missing too
then the consistency of the victim’s statement and the defendant’s statement is considered.
According to the Protection against Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act 2010:
“The harassment usually occurs between colleagues when they are alone; therefore usually it is
difficult to produce evidence. It is strongly recommended that staff should report an offensive
behavior immediately to someone they trust, even if they do not wish to make a formal complaint
at the time. Although not reporting immediately shall not affect the merits of the case.” (Code of
Conduct “Protection Against Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2010”, 2010)
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A Critique and Conclusion
In Pakistan, it wasn’t until 2010 that the women protection law was codified as the Workplace
Harassment Act. Since then, there has been some criticism on the statute and how it is deficient.
Ashfaq, has worked on a number of sexual harassment cases and discusses how the Act needs to
be amended.
One of criticisms of the Act is that the law takes the process outside of the judiciary and
the court.
The problem also arises when the implementation is being done by a non-judicial body i.e.
the inquiry committee, and organizations values and workplace culture will be reflected in that
committee then it’s a weak committee, which won’t implement the law properly.
Hence, the Act depends on the organizations’ in-built committee. If the in-built committee
is not very keen, does not see sexual harassment as a discrimination issue against women and
doesn’t work fairly, it undermines the implementation of the statute.
Another criticism of the Workplace Harassment Act is that it does not adequately deal with
informal employment, thus it does not apply to a big portion of employed women in Pakistan. This
includes home-based workers and domestic workers. Although they too, are working women who
face issues of sexual harassment and abuse, they do not have a formal channel to complain to or
provide them justice.
An issue in the Act which was brought forward by the Ombudsman is that sexual
harassment cases in colleges and universities do not officially fall under the Workplace
Harassment Act. In this case, the Federal Ombudsman found the defendant, a university lecturer,
guilty of sexual harassment. The ombudsman made two significant contributions with respect to
the Act. Firstly, the judgment noted that educational institutes are also organizations and thus fall
within the meaning of the workplace as defined under Section 2(n) of the Act. Secondly, the
Federal Ombudsman indicated that a university student should not be barred from complaining to
the Ombudsman simply for the reason that she was not an employee of the educational institute.
The fact that work means any activity directed to the production or accomplishment of
something that one is doing, making or performing especially as an occupation, thus the Act
equally applies to employer, employee and students and should be amended under the law.
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Ashfaq notes how despite the complexities faced in various harassment cases, and the
critiques that have been brought up in the past 10 years, there have been no follow-up decisions or
interpretations of terms or amendments in the act.
A contributing factor is that there was an overwhelming response of feminists who were
pioneers of this act and had pushed for this act. They felt it shouldn’t be criticized so soon. “That
happens when you have ownership of a statute, and have invested years into it. You are a little bit
reluctant to immediately accept the critique on it.”
“There have been proposals in the assembly to amend it but so far there hasn’t been any
amendment, it is not a perfect statute, but it is designed to protect women in the workplace,” she
said.
Sexism and trivialization of gender violence is common in Pakistan. This mindset feeds
into the social stigma that discourages victims from coming forward.
Victim blaming and shaming can be particularly distressing in the office environment
where the victim regularly goes. Questioning the victims past, their activities, their dress sense,
their character, is common is a sign of entrenched internalized misogyny.
Internalized misogyny shows up many situations at the workplace. Ashfaq explains. “If
you see a girl happily smiling and partying, somehow in your mind, is a message that I am not
going to trust this girl when she complains about sexual harassment this how many people are
actually conditioned to think.”
The Shafi-Zafar case is a classic example of how the victim is shamed for even speaking
up. Aziz says, people believe Meesha is an empowered woman, but the backlash that she faced is
systematic of what all the women go through in this society.
In 2017, Syeda Sadia, former goalkeeper of Pakistan Hockey team was dropped from the
team after she had complained that her coach, Saeed Khan had harassed her. (Inquiry committee
recommends banning female hockey players for ‘baseless allegations’, 2017)
Tanzila Mazhar’s case at PTV was yet another story of character assassination and backlash
that the victim faces till today, despite her harasser being convicted in public.
Patriarchy works like a natural mechanism; putting huge amounts of shame, burden, and
blame on the women, each time. The woman is asked to leave if the environment is uncomfortable,
or she is shamed for it, for even being in a friendly relationship.
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Sexual harassment is a crime that the victim has to pay for, even when they are the ones
calling out the injustice.
“If you look at numbers or instances, how many of the alleged harassers have been
removed immediately without investigation? To some extent you do get support, but mostly you
get shame and blame,” Aziz points out.
For sexual harassment cases to be dealt with fairly in the workplace, the debate needs to be
shifted. Biases in judging a person, their character, or their boundaries need to be removed from
the equation. Understanding and communicating the meaning of ‘consent’ should be the primary
focus.
Women are constantly under pressure to define boundaries beforehand. In failing to do so,
they get questioned and blamed for something done to them. However, boundaries can be crossed
even when you are ‘in a relationship’. Someone’s consent towards something can change within a
moment. Society needs to learn that consent is a basic right.
Ashfaq gives a real life example of how she explained the idea of consent to the inquiry
committee, in one of the cases she worked on.
“A girl complained of sexual harassment against someone from work. Office colleagues
said to the victim later “what were you doing with him at 1AM?” I, (Abira) replied: “You have
every right to hang out with someone. You are consenting to hanging out with them at 1AM- You
are not consenting to when they harassed you at 1:30AM.”
In Aziz’s words, “Consent is never flowing.” This needs to be communicated on a larger
scale to workplaces, universities, and schools to promote a different way of looking at boundaries.
The solutions commonly given to women by society also need to be addressed. Aziz has been
conducting sessions with grade 9 to 12 girls on sexual harassment where she learned how they are
advised in related situations. She reports them saying, “oh we’re told on how we dress, how we go
out, about being on social media, and what not” so it’s always about ‘what we do’ ‘and it still
doesn’t stop.”
“That’s not a sustainable way of telling them to be safe. “Change your seat” isn’t the
solution. Then it’s “change your house, change your workplace”, because that’s what it turns into.”
The Aurat March 2019 was a significant day for women and their demand for rights, inclusion,
safety, and empowerment. The March took place on International Women’s day, on the 8th of
March, across major cities of Pakistan, Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi. Tens of thousands of
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women from various socioeconomic backgrounds were out on the streets, marching, chanting in
solidarity. A number of issues were highlighted- gender discrimination, sexual abuse, domestic
violence, right to education, and even issues like dowry were raised. Many women held placards
demanding a stop to sexual harassment, while expressing the different ways men harass them. The
March in 2019 was splattered with emotions and expressions: some blatantly honest, some with
punchy humor, and others with outright rage- to express the agony women feel.
The MeToo movement, albeit a social media tool, has practically worked in favor of
women empowerment. All the women speaking out against Harvey Weinstein and big Hollywood
producers stepping down had a tremendous moral impact on the movement. This gave it so much
force and impetus that it translated into a similar trend in India and Pakistan.
Women empowerment and sexual harassment are being discussed regularly in news media in
Pakistan. Because of the ripple effect of the hashtag MeToo, victims and sufferers who spoke up
have been vital enough to spark this debate. The taboo and silence of ‘being sexually harassed’ is
being broken by a two word phrase, #MeToo.
Despite the MeToo movement reflecting women’s right in the country, it is not to say that
it adequately does so. Commenting on the movements’ reach and impact, Ashfaq says that women
activists and sexual harassment workers have not reached where they should. Factory workers,
home-based workers, the informally employed, and the lower-middle and lower income working
class are not getting the message the movement aims to give.
The harassment cases successes in Patari, PTV, or other companies happened in a middleclass urban setting. “Even these cases in favors of women are milestones! We do have a long way
to go, and this is progress,” she added.
So far, the scope of the MeToo movement may have been small in Pakistan, yet it is the
beginning of a revolution. With growing understanding of concepts that were once ‘taboo’, the
unleashing power of social media, fuelled by a generation that challenges traditional norms and is
not afraid to speak up-- the ripple has begun to spread.
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